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Abstract: Functional electrical stimulation (FES) aims to improve the gait pattern in case of foot drop
of people suffering chronic diseases, e.g., multiple sclerosis. The fibular nerve can be stimulated
by electrical impulses sent through electrodes on the skin, which leads to the contraction of the
corresponding muscles. One major disadvantage of commercial FES devices is their bulky design.
The paper presents an alternative approach of weft-knitted strain sensors that are directly integrated
into the knee area of a functional legging suitable for daily use. To initiate electrical impulses for FES
at the right time, the textile strain sensors are used as soft triggers.

Keywords: weft-knitted fabric; textile-based strain sensor; functional electrical stimulation; multiple
sclerosis; functional electrical stimulation; FES

1. Introduction

Wearables have developed very rapidly over the last decade and have become integral
parts of our daily lives. Due to their convenience and flexibility, they are used for gesture
and posture tracking in healthcare and biomechanical and physiological monitoring sys-
tems [1]. An important functional therapy method for multiple sclerosis (MS) related foot
drop or stroke patients is functional electrical stimulation (FES), in which the muscle is
functionally activated by electrical nerve stimulation and can thus perform its physiological
movement [2]. Neuro-prostheses are one of the advances that have been made in the field of
FES therapy. They detect the gait phases through inertial measurement units (IMU), which
then trigger electrical impulses to stimulate the corresponding nerve at the appropriate
moment so that the foot rises [3,4]. Commercially available assistance systems for people
with foot-lift weakness are, e.g., L100/300 Go® [5,6] from Bioness, innoSTEP-WL [7] from
Heller Medizintechnik, or WalkAide® from Pro Walk [8]. In these bulky devices, the sensors
and electrical signal generator are integrated directly into a cuff that is fixed with Velcro
straps around the knee. However, the size and mass, the built-in hard electronics (inflexible,
non-bendable areas), and the limited washability are comfort-limiting factors of these
devices for daily use. Therefore, the aim of the current research at ITM is the realization
of a textile-based sensory and therapeutic stimulative functional system integrated into a
weft-knitted fabric in the form of functional leggings.

Electrically conductive yarns are suitable for the realization of resistive strain sensors,
whose electrical resistance changes in correlation to the applied mechanical strain and can
be integrated into a weft-knitted fabric during manufacturing. In addition to that, the joint
movement according to the natural degrees of freedom that causes a corresponding strain
state in the textile can also be measured. Due to the loop structure, knitted fabrics are
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stretchable in both horizontal and vertical directions, resulting in a low bending modulus
and shear. The user comfort of weft-knitted fabrics in terms of freedom of movement make
them a suitable choice for use as supporting structures of wearable healthcare products [9],
e.g., for both future textile-based strain sensors and dry electrodes for FES therapy purposes,
respectively. Due to the loop structure, weft-knitted fabrics are also characterized by
excellent permeability and flexibility. The gait analysis for FES devices requires a real-time
diagnostic function to determine the movements based on the deformation measurement,
for which integrated textile strain sensors are predestined. The textile-based strain sensor
is positioned on the kneecap and is intended to determine valid motion-induced strain
data without restricting the freedom of movement of the functional leggings. The textile
structure is stretched accordingly by the bending movement of the leg during the gait phase,
and the measurable change in ohmic resistance can be correlated with the movement phase.
Based on previous investigations using weft-knitted structures, the maximum expected
elongation in the knee area is determined to a max of 50%.

2. Materials and Methods

For the gait analyses, suitable conductive yarn-based resistive strain sensors on the
knee area are needed. Based on investigations using weft-knitted structures, the maximum
expected elongation in the knee area is determined to the max of 50%. It is essential that
the textile sensor is flexible and does not restrict free movement. With dynamic movement,
the knee or bent angle changes continuously. Bending is defined here as the direction of
motion, which leads to the reduction of angle and stretching, causing an increase of the
angle. To determine the expected length change of the weft-knitted structure (leggings)
above the kneecap, the knee is bent in 45◦ steps from the unbent to full-bent state and
the lengths L1 to L4 are measured. Based on the observations, the expected elongation of
weft-knitted structures over the knee joint during walking is determined at a range from
23 to 50%. This represents the measuring range of the textile strain sensor (cf. Table 1).
Although other gait analyses come to similar conclusions that the bending/flexion of the
knee joint during normal walking reaches max. 60◦ (max. elongation/extension 0◦), for
the further development steps [10,11], a maximum elongation of 30% is assumed as the
average deformation to be expected during the normal gait phase.

Table 1. Determined elongation of a weft-knitted structure fixed over knee joint during leg angulation.

Leg Position, Bent Angle Length Knit Structure Li [cm] Expected Strain
εm = Li-Li-1/Li-1 [%]

Basic length L0 9.2 -
Pre-stretched, unbent 0◦ L1 12 23

Bent by 45◦ L2 15.1 26
Bent by 90◦ L3 16.3 36

Full bent (140◦) L4 18 50

Weft-knitted strain sensors are realized on a conventional weft-knitting machine (Karl
Mayer Stoll ADF 530-32 BW knit & wear, E14 machine gauge) available at ITM. The basic
knit structures have been developed, and material combinations were evaluated. The
investigations were based on a plated, plain, right−left weft-knitted structure (single jersey)
made of a material combination from TENCEL™ lyocell fibers (fineness 25 tex) plated with
a polyamide and elastane twine PA/EL 78/78f23x1. The strain sensors are integrated into
four different bindings in wale-wise (A, B) and course-wise directions (C, B). The strain-
sensor pattern was realized by intarsia knitting or platting, respectively, using different
silver coated/plated conductive yarns Silver-tech+ 150, Elitex 235/f36 PA/Ag. Table 2
shows the investigated materials and bindings of the weft-knitted basic structure and the
textile-based sensors.
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Table 2. Overview materials and bindings of basic weft-knitted structure and textile sensors.

Sensor Yarns (Red Area)
Binding Basic Knit and

Material
(Yellow Area)

Sensor Binding

I: Silver-tech+ (Silver coated
pol- yamide yarn; 150 tex)
II: Elitex 235/f36 (Silver

coated pol- yamide yarn)

Plated right left single jersey
Tencel 25 tex plated with
PA/EL single cover yarn

78/78f23x1
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For characterization of the strain sensor’s cyclical tensile behavior, specimens (cf.
Table 2) were tested on a ZwickRoell Junior Z2.5 tensile tester. The tensile strain is increased
from 0 to 50% successive in 10% steps after 10 cycles while measuring the change in
resistance of the textile-based strain sensors simultaneously with a Keithley DAQ 6510
precision multimeter in a 4-wire method.

3. Results and Discussion

As observed in Figure 1a, the sensor binding A with yarn I has a good correlation
between change in strain and resistance compared with sensor C (cf. Figure 1b) with the
same yarn (cf. Figure 1b). The hysteresis increases for strain levels above 25% significantly,
as Figure 1c shows, and the cross-correlation coefficient was calculated to 0.83. Furthermore,
a latent signal drift after each load cycle within a constant elongation level can be observed.
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Figure 1. Electromechanical behavior of sensor yarn I during cyclic straining: (a) change in resistance
with binding A; (b) change of resistance with binding C; (c) resistance-strain correlation for binding A.

Figure 2 shows that sensor binding A with yarn II also has a good correlation between
the change in resistance and applied strain with a cross-correlation coefficient 0.94 (cf.
Figure 1c). For sensor binding C (cf. Figure 2b), which means the course-wise integration
of the sensor yarn in a single wale over 100 courses, the resistance-strain correlation is
remarkably low.

Figure 3 shows that the sensor binding B with yarn I (cf. Figure 3a,c) has the best
correlation between strain and resistance. The cross-correlation coefficient was calculated
to 0.99. For all investigated sensor yarns, sensor bindings C and D (cf. Figure 3b) show the
lowest resistance-strain correlation of the investigated test series. It can be stated that the
course-wise platting of conductive yarns is not suitable for reliable strain sensing.
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4. Conclusions

This work presents a novel approach for the integration of conductive yarns into
weft-knitted fabric acting as strain sensor for monitoring and detecting the gait phase for
FES applications, e.g., for patients suffering from MS. Two conductive yarns in wale-wise
and course-wise directions have been integrated into a plated plain right-left weft-knitted
structure, and the electromechanical behavior was determined during cyclical tensile tests.
It can be concluded that the strain sensor made of silver-coated yarn Silver-tech+ 150
plated with PA/EL elastane twine in a plain right/left wale-wise binding structure B
(1 wale × 200 courses) shows the best result concerning a change of resistance under an
applied cyclic tensile strain up to 30% with cross-correlation coefficient calculated to 0.99.
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